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Abstract 

The Oscillating Wave Surge Converter (OWSC) has been widely adopted in 

energy extraction from sea waves in recent years, particularly in relatively shallow 

water areas. In this research work, the wave energy absorption efficiency of dual 

OWSCs with various cross-section shapes, including diamond-shaped flap, cylindrical 

flap, elliptical flap, and rectangular flap, were investigated using a coupled numerical 

model between SPH and chrono-engine. A single OWSC was also numerically 

examined for comparison. In addition to the comparison between a single unit and 

dual flap OWSCs, design parameters like the interval between the two flaps, wave 

conditions, the water depth, and the linear PTO damping were also examined in this 

work. The numerical results suggest that the rectangular flap performs better in energy 

extraction than the other flap shapes under most wave conditions. Besides, the 

distances between the two flaps significantly affect energy extraction. In addition, 

results further suggest that the energy performance will drop when the distance 

between the two flaps equals one wavelength. Furthermore, the submerged depth of 

the flap structure plays an important role in wave energy extraction. When the flap 

height is less than the water depth, the wave energy efficiency increases at the 

beginning and then decreases as the linear PTO system increases. If the flap height is 

more than the water depth, the energy extraction performance of the dual OWSC can 
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be significantly improved. 

Keywords: dual OWSCs, various cross-section shapes, SPH method, wave energy 

extraction 

1. Introduction 

 Among all the promising marine renewable energy resources, wave energy is 

increasingly gaining popularity for its predictability, longer available time, and higher 

energy density (Gunn and Stock-Williams, 2012). Despite the above merits, wave 

energy is still less competitive in terms of the Levelised Cost of Energy compared 

with alternative energy resources (both renewable and non-renewable) (Astariz and 

Iglesias, 2015). The LCOE is defined as the net present value of the unit cost of 

electricity over the lifetime of a device, and it is typically given as cost per megawatt-

hour. For example, onshore and offshore wind costs are 67.68 €/MWh and 101.43 

€/MWh, respectively. In the case of wave energy, the cost ranges from 90 to 490 

€/MWh, depending on technologies. It is, therefore, critical for wave energy 

technologies to reduce their current LCOE to achieve commercial viability. Several 

plausible pathways to achieve a lower LCOE have been proposed in the past years, 

including creating synergies by sharing infrastructures with other marine applications 

(Caitlyn et al., 2019), identifying new materials and structural designs to lower the 

capital cost (Netbuoy, 2021) , etc. Accurate assessment and optimisation of a Wave 

Energy Converter (WEC) can reduce LCOE by accurately estimating annual energy 

production and providing more efficient design/configuration solutions. 

Extensive studies have investigated the performance of WECs in the past decade. 

For example, Babarit (2015) established a database for the hydrodynamic 

performance of various wave energy converters, including bottom fixed heave buoy 

array, floating heave buoy array, and oscillating wave surge converter aiming to 

derive an annual average for the capture width ratio of the different technologies. 

Among all the different types of WECs, not only the Oscillating Wave Surge 

Converter (OWSC) has attracted many scholars' attention due to its simpler working 

principle and higher efficiency, but also Oscillating Water Column (OWC) system has 

been one of the most influential wave energy converter types (Simonetti et al., 2018; 
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Wang et al., 2018). Çelik and Altunkaynak (2018) designed physical experiments of a 

fixed Oscillating Water Column (OWC) system with seven different sizes of opening 

heights. Then mathematical models were proposed to predict water column 

fluctuations under varying relative opening heights and wave parameters. The highest 

relative average column water surface fluctuations were found and the accuracy of 

mathematical models was verified by the model tests. While the hydrodynamic 

performance of the OWC system is beyond the scope of the work. In this research 

work, the OWSC system has been chosen as the main research object. Particularly 

bottom fixed type OWSC, which is suitable for deployment near coastal areas. Such a 

device arrangement can provide coast protection alongside green and renewable 

energy production, e.g. extracting energy from waves dampens the wave height at the 

same time. 

The mechanisms and characteristics of an OWSC were investigated by Henry et 

al. (2014a) both numerically and experimentally. It was concluded that the maximum 

pressure occurred at the center of the flap. Schmitt et al. (2016a) developed a 

numerical methodology that couples the open-source boundary element code 

NEMOH with a Finite Element Analysis (FEM) tool called CodeAster. The 

experimentally validated numerical tool successfully captured the natural frequencies 

and mode shapes of an OWSC. By both numerical simulations and experiments, Wei 

et al. (2015) found that the hydrodynamic forces (excitation, diffraction, and radiation 

force) dominate the motion response of an OWSC and the viscous effect is less 

important. The slamming process and the flap dynamics of an OWSC were also 

discussed by Wei et al. (2016). Their results suggest that the highest impact pressure 

occurred at the middle of the flap below the mean water level. Similar work was also 

conducted by Cheng et al. (2018) and Renzi et al. (2018). Including geometric 

configurations (Liu et al., 2020), power take-off damping levels (Schmitt et al., 2016b; 

Jiang et al., 2018), and wave conditions (Brito et al., 2020). Gunawardane et al. (2019) 

analysed and compared four different OWSC variants systematically. An effective 

method was developed to investigate the differences in the hydrodynamic 

performance of all the proposed variants. Besides, an analytical 3D model was 
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developed to study the interaction between tsunamis and an OWSC based on the 

nonlinear shallow water equations and empirical formulas (O'Brien et al., 2015). In 

addition to a single unit of OWSC, many scholars have investigated the interaction 

between dual OWSCs (Renzi et al., 2014; Greenwood et al., 2016). Cheng et al. (2021) 

established a coupled three-dimensional hydrodynamic model of dual-OWSCs based 

on the potential flow theory with fully nonlinear boundary conditions in the time 

domain. The numerical simulation demonstrated that a staggering array system could 

increase wave energy extraction in the resonance region. Similarly, Tay and 

Venugopal (2017) used the industry-standard hydrodynamic software WAMIT to 

examine the power production of multiple OWSCs under various wave conditions, 

including regular waves, unidirectional irregular waves, and multi-directional sea. It 

was found that the wave energy conversion of the OWSCs was greatly influenced by 

the spreading function, the resonance bandwidth, and the optimal spacing between the 

devices.   

Most of the above numerical studies were carried out using the well-known 

inviscous and irrotational linear potential theory. Except for this, many scholars had 

proposed some theory and found that many of the more valuable concerns by restrict 

theoretic analysis and model inference, which has a significant influence on OWSCs 

or WEC design. Michele et al. (2015) considered a flap gate motion forced by 

monochromatic incident waves which can be fundamental for the optimisation of the 

gate farm for energy production. And Michele et al. (2016a) investigated the 

diffraction and radiation potentials of a finite array of floating flap gates OWSC by 

solving in terms of elliptical coordinates and Mathieu functions. Similarly, a semi-

analytical theory was given for “non-thin” gate geometry by Michele et al.(2016b). A 

second-order nonlinear theory was proposed by Michele (2018a; 2019), which was 

intended for curved wave energy converters design. The theoretical analysis indicated 

that hydrodynamic interactions between the curved gate and waves could have either 

positive or negative effects on power absorption. Michele et al. (2018b) presented a 

weakly nonlinear theory about the natural modes' resonance of an array of oscillating 

wave surge converters (OWSCs) in a channel and investigated its performance 
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theoretically. Additionally, it also was proved that the subharmonic resonance could 

improve the wave energy capture efficiency of OWSCs in a significant way. After that 

Michele et al. (2019) applied a weakly nonlinear theory to surging wave energy 

converters (WECs) with curved geometry and the related results have shown the 

effects of nonlinear synchronous resonance were also the key factor of surging wave 

energy converter design. Moreover, contrary to conventional offshore structures, wave 

energy devices are designed to maximise the interaction with waves. Strong non-

linearity and turbulence are therefore expected. Linear potential theory-based 

simulations often cannot accurately assess the performance of a wave energy device, 

especially around the natural frequency region where the response reaches the 

maxima. Compared with potential flow theory, CFD methodologies like the Finite 

Volume Method (FVM) and Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) methods can 

address the strongly nonlinear wave-WEC interaction problem with improved 

accuracy. FVM-based CFD methods often require a significant amount of 

computation resources due to the requirement of extra dense mesh around the free 

surface and structure. On the other hand, the SPH method is meshless (despite the 

requirement of a considerable number of particles). Many open-source SPH codes 

have recently, such as SPHinXsys (Zhang et al., 2021). Among all the codes, 

DualSPHysics has been widely used in ocean engineering owing to its accuracy 

(Altomare et al., 2017; Crespo et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2021) and highly optimised 

code structure, which can significantly reduce the total cost of the simulation 

(Domínguez et al., 2019; Altomare et al., 2014). In this research work, DualSPHysics 

is selected as the main numerical tool to predict the coupling process between the 

nonlinear waves and flap motion of the OWSCs. 

Liu et al. (2021) optimised the configuration of an array of OWSCs by using a 

novel analytical wave model based on the SPH method and differential evolution 

algorithms. Their numerical simulation suggests that the proposed array layout can 

improve the overall energy extraction efficiency. Zhang et al. (2018) applied the SPH 

method to investigate the hydrodynamic characteristics of a land-hinged OWSC. 

Results indicate that the PTO damping coefficients and the wave periods played a 
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critical role in the power extraction of the land-hinged OWSC.  

The above studies have focused on either geometry optimisation for a single 

OWSC or layout optimisation for multiple simple OWSCs. The effect of geometry 

optimisation on dual/multiple OWSCs is not well understood. The current study 

investigates a dual OWSCs system with four different flap shapes using the SPH 

method. Their power extraction performance is compared against single units with 

their corresponding flap shapes. Parameters like water depth, the separation distance 

between flaps, and the damping level of the PTO system are also studied. The rest of 

the study is planned as follows: section 2 describes the numerical methods, followed 

by a validation and verification study in section 3. Section 4 presents the numerical 

simulation results, and conclusions are drawn in section 5.   

2. Numerical model 

In this research work, Project Chrono (Tasora et al. 2016; Project Chrono, 2018) 

is applied to couple with fluid solver (DualSPHysics: https://dual.sphysics.org/ ) for 

multibody dynamics simulation, which is available at https://projectchrono.org/. The 

coupling schedule has been designed and validated against tank testing of an OWSC 

(Brito et al., 2020). The implicit Euler method is implemented to solve ordinary 

differential equations (ODEs) in Project Chrono. The detailed coupling procedure 

between DualSPHyscis and Chrono can be referred to in Canelas (2018).  

 

2.1 SPH governing equations 

SPH method is a Lagrange solver developed to resolve free-surface flow 

problems or wave-structure interaction. The entire computational domain is 

discretised into a set of material points or particles. The discretised Navier-Stokes 

equations are then locally integrated at the position of each of these particles 

according to the nature of neighbouring particles. The dynamics of these particles are 

governed by the continuity and momentum equations (Becker and Teschner, 2007) in 

the Lagrangian form, which can be expressed as follows: 

1

N
i k

i i ik

k k

d m
W

dt




=

=  ik
v

,                  (1) 
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where   is the fluid density, g  and m  represent the gravity acceleration and the 

particle mass, respectively.  i   is the gradient of the kernel taken with respect to the 

coordinates of particle  i  . The subscripts i  and k  denotes the target particle and its 

surrounding particle, respectively. i
v  indicates the velocity vector and 

( ),ij i kW W h= −r r  is the kernel function, where ir  and kr  represent particle 

positions. In this paper, the Wendland kernel function was used (Wendland, 2015). 

The Cole equation of state is adapted to provide a closure relation for pressure p  

(Monaghan et al., 1999; Batchelor, 1974): 

( ) 1p


  = −
 

,                         (3) 

with 0/  =  and 2

0 0 /c  = , respectively. where   is a dimensionless 

coefficient, 0  indicates the fluid reference density. According to Gomez-Gesteira et 

al. (2012), 7 =  and 3

0 1000 kg/m = . 0c  denotes the speed of sound, which can be 

used to control the density variations within the limits imposed by stability criteria. 

And the sound speed is always lower than the physical sound, which can reduce the 

computational cost. According to Antuono (2011), the flow velocity is usually at a low 

level and in that case, the wave celerity ( ( )( )tanhdepth depth depthc H kH / kH= g ) is the 

key influencing factor with depthH  is the still water depth of the computational domain 

during the wave propagation. It should be noted that ( )tanh depthkH is approximately 

equal to depthkH  in the shallow water regime. So in this research work, we chose the 

upper bound for the wave celerity ( depthc H= g ) and the speed of sound 0c is equal to  

10c which can satisfy these requirements in the weakly compressible SPH (WCSPH) 

method.  

 

Additionally, following the work by Monaghan (1992), an artificial viscosity 

term ik is added to the momentum equation, and the equation reads:  
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with ik i k= −v v v , ik i k= −r r r  and 0.012 2= h . Moreover, ( ) /2ik i kc c c= +  represents 

the mean speed of sound at the locations of particles i  and k  , and 0.01 = (Altomare 

et al., 2015).  

A corrective term, the density diffusive term (Antuono et al., 2010), is applied in 

the continuity equation to minimise the high-frequency low-amplitude oscillations 

which result from the natural disorder of the Lagrangian particles. As a note, the 

density diffusive term should be convergent all over the fluid domain and keep the 

mass and momentum conserve exactly (Antuono et al., 2012). 

Firstly, a brief proof of the conservative density diffusive term is presented as 

follows (Antuono et al., 2010). A term ( ) r  is added in the continuity equation 

(Eq.1). And the conservative principles should be maintained. So, the term can be 

written as:   

0( )dV


 = r

,                                            (6) 

when it is discretised, Eq. 6 can be written as:  

0i i

i

dV =
,                                             (7) 

where  i   can be replaced by:  

( )
kik i k

k

W dV     r

,                (8)  

where ik  is symmetric functions ( ik ki = ) and ( )
kiW r  is antisymmetric 

( ( ) ( )
k ii kW W = −r r ). So Eq. 7 can be satisfied. More details can be referred to in 

Antuono et al. (2010). The detailed convergence analysis can also be found in 

Antuono et al. (2010) and Antuono et al. (2012).  
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Thus, the corrective continuity equation is given by (Marrone et al., 2011): 
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with a constant coefficient 0 1. = . The renormalised density gradient 
L

   

(Randles et al., 1996) can be given as: 
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Meanwhile, the particle shifting technique (PST (Lind et al., 2012)) was adopted 

to regularise particle distributions and solve negative pressure or unphysical flow 

voids (Sun et al. (2018)). The details of those methods can be referred to in the 

research work of Mokos et al. (2016) for multiphase SPH simulations. 

2.2 Boundary conditions 

 The dynamic Boundary Condition (DBC) (Crespo et al., 2007) method is 

selected to treat the boundaries, where the boundary particles follow the same 

governing equations of continuity and state as the fluid particles. Unlike the fluid 

particles, the boundary particles cannot move according to the forces acting on them: 

they remain either fixed or move according to a predefined movement. The main 

advantage of this boundary treatment is that it can deal with complex geometries 

easily and provides higher computational efficiency. Simultaneously, a flap-type 

wavemaker is preinstalled at one side of the numerical wave tank to generate waves 

according to a second-order wave generation theory (Madsen, 1971). A damping zone 

is defined at the other side of the numerical wave tank to avoid wave reflection 

(Altomare et al., 2017).  

2.3 Flap motion of OWSC 

Normally in the single-phase SPH method framework, the categories of particles 
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have been grouped into two types, including fluid particles and solid particles. In this 

paper, the flap structure is treated as a rigid body, neglecting the elastic deformation. 

In that case, taking the external force ( chF ) and torque ( ch ) applied to the hinge 

computed by the Chrono library, the discretised Newton's equations for rigid body 

dynamics are applied to resolve the dynamic responses of floating structure (Canelas 

et al., 2015; Crespo et al., 2015): 

b ch

b boundary

d
M m

dt 

= + b

V
f F

  ,                      (12) 

( )
b bounda

b b c pt

y

o

r

h

d
I m r

dt
 



= −  + − b

Ω
C f Ω

,                      (13) 

where M  denotes the floating structure's total mass, V  is the velocity, bm  is the mass 

of the flap structure particle b , b
f  is the force by unit mass applied to the flap 

structure particle b . I  is the moment of inertia of the structure. Ω  represents the 

rotational velocity. br  is the position of the flap structure particle b . C  is the center of 

mass. pto  is the damping of the PTO. The velocity of the flap structure particle b  can 

be obtained by integrating Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) over time: 

( )b b v r= +  −V Ω C ,                         (14) 

2.4 Wave energy capture factor  

The performance of an OWSC can be accessed by the so-called capture factor. 

The capture factor is defined as the ratio between the power extracted by a WEC and 

the incident wave power. For a single OWSC, the time-averaged power extracted by 

the linear PTO system ( eP  ) can be written as (Henry et al., 2018; Brito et al., 2020): 

2 21

2
e pto wP   =

,                         (15) 

e

i g

P
CF

E C B
=   ,                        (16)  

where   denotes the angular frequency of the incoming waves. w  is the flap rotation 

amplitude. CF  is the capture factor, B  is the width of the flap (In 2D simulations, B  
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is usually set to 1), and the term i gE C  can be written as: 

𝐸𝑖𝐶𝑔 =
𝜌𝑔𝐻2𝜛

16𝑘
(1 + 2

𝑘𝑑

𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(2𝑘𝑑)
),                  (17) 

where iE  is the time-averaged energy of unit width regular incident waves,  H  is the 

incident wave height, k  is the wave number, and d  is the water depth.  

gC represents the group velocity and more details can be referred to in Mei et al. 

(2005). When there are two or more OWSCs in the flow fields, and they are subjected 

to the same wave actions simultaneously, the total time-averaged captured power can 

be calculated as the algebraic summation of the time-averaged power for all OWSCs. 

3 Convergence test and validation of the SPH model 

 Based on the recurrence of the representative OWSC experiments (Wei et al., 

2016), the validation and convergence of the SPH method are demonstrated in this 

section. The optimum particle resolution was decided by considering the computation 

time and the accuracy through convergence analysis. All the simulations of numerical 

cases were accelerated by an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU card. 

3.1 Numerical setup 

 

Fig.  1. The schematic diagram of the arrangement of the experiment model and measured points (Wei 

et al., 2016)  

 The layout of Wei's experiment is shown in Fig.  1. The schematic diagram of the 

arrangement of the experiment model and measured points (Wei et al., 2016), 

including the size of the wave flume, the positions of wave gauges, and the 
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dimensions of the physical OWSC model. The physical wave tank is 16.7m long, 

0.65m wide, and the water depth is set to 0.30 m. A flap-type wavemaker is installed 

at one side, and a wave beach is arranged on the other side of the tank. Seven wave 

probes are allocated along the wave propagation direction to measure wave elevations. 

The OWSC model tested has a scale factor of 1:40th. More detailed information on 

the model, including the mass properties, can be found in Table.1. 

The Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) used the same tank dimensions apart from the 

wave beach. A damping zone is employed to absorb the incoming waves instead of 

physically modelling the physical porous media in the physical wave tank. In this 

section, the wave height and wave period of incident waves are 0.1m, and 1.9s, 

respectively. 

3.2 Convergence analysis 

In this section, a series of convergence analyses were conducted for the 

examined model, where different initial interparticle distances were used in the 

numerical simulations, such as 0.008pd m= , 0.005pd m= , 0.002pd m= , 0.0015pd m= . 

Unlike other meshed software (Star-CCM+ et al.), the convergence analysis of the 

time steps was not carried out in this section because the initial time step can be set to 

zero in SPH simulation. The time step size was set by the CFL condition in each time 

step. In each simulation, both free-surface elevations and the flap response were 

recorded. 

 

 

Fig.  2. Convergence tests of water elevations at WG5 with different particle distance schemes   

The time history of water elevations measured at WG5 with different 

interparticle distances is given in Fig.  2. Convergence tests of water elevations at WG5 with 
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different particle distance schemesOverall, all four simulations agree with each other well. 

The crest increased slightly with decreased interparticle distance. For example, at 

t=25.3s, just as shown in the right column of Fig.  2. Convergence tests of water elevations 

at WG5 with different particle distance schemes, the crest increased from 0.0922 m to 

0.1009 m when the interparticle distance decreased from 0.008 m to 0.005 m. The 

crest increased further to 0.1084 when the distance was reduced to 0.002m. However, 

the crest only changed 0.8% when the distance was reduced to 0.015m, indicating the 

convergency is achieved at 0.002m. A similar trend can be observed in the flap 

rotation and angular velocity as illustrated in Fig.  3. Convergence tests of flap motions 

and flap angular velocity for the examined OWSC model with different particle distance schemes. 

(a) flap rotation; (b) flap angular velocity (a) and (b). In addition to smaller magnitudes, 

there is some phase delay in the response when the interparticle distance is greater 

than 0.002 m. No apparent phase difference is observed between the cases using 

0.002m and 0.0015m. Just as shown in the right column of Fig.  3. Convergence tests of 

flap motions and flap angular velocity for the examined OWSC model with different particle 

distance schemes. (a) flap rotation; (b) flap angular velocity(a), the flap rotation amplitudes 

only increased 1.06% when the interparticle distance decreased from 0.002m to 

0.0015m. Similarly, the flap angular velocity only changed 1.17% in that case. The 

wave elevation and the flap angular velocity indicate that the results varied by 

negligible amounts when the interparticle distance changed from 0.002 to 0.0015. On 

the other hand, the computational time grew substantially despite GPU acceleration 

when pd  decreased from 0.002 m to 0.0015m. For example, when pd  is set to 0.002m, 

the computation time is about 4h. However, it will take 12h to run the same 

simulation when pd  is set as 0.0015m. With a 1% increment, the computational time 

tripled. It is therefore decided to use 0.002 m as the interparticle distance for 

simulations hereafter. 
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Fig.  3. Convergence tests of flap motions and flap angular velocity for the examined OWSC model 

with different particle distance schemes. (a) flap rotation; (b) flap angular velocity 

3.3 Model validation 

To validate the present SPH model, the simulation results are compared with the 

existing experimental data conducted by Wei et al. (2016). Fig.  4 presents the 

comparison of the water surface elevation data at WG5 between the SPH simulation 

and the experiments. The comparison of the flap rotation and the flap angular velocity 

for the OWSC model are presented in Fig.  5(a) and Fig.  5(b), respectively. It is 

worth mentioning that there exists some discrepancy between the SPH simulation 

result and the experiment result. As shown in Fig.  4, the experimental wave 

amplitudes are higher than that of the SPH simulation. A similar discrepancy is 

observed in simulations performed using ANSYS FLUENT (Wei et al., 2016). As 

described by Wei et al. (2016), the reasons for these small differences may be 

attributed to the time ramp used in experiments to generate waves gradually while this 

technology is not implemented in the numerical methods. Also, artificial numerical 

errors like numerical diffusion and numerical dissipation, which are not experienced 

in tank testing, contribute to the discrepancy as well. Overall, it can be seen from 

these figures that the currently proposed SPH simulation can study the OWSC 
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problem with good accuracy and stability.   

 

Fig.  4. Time series of water surface elevation for SPH simulation at WG5 in comparison with the 

experimental data in Wei et al. (2016) 

 

 

Fig.  5. Time series of (a) flap rotation and (b) flap angular velocity of the examined OWSC model for 

SPH simulation in comparison with the experimental data in Wei et al. (2016) 

4. Numerical simulations and results 

Although OWSCs are often deployed at a shallower site where wave breaking, 

slamming (Henry et al., 2014b), and other strongly nonlinear phenomena due to 

shallow water waves are often observed, the current study focus on the effect of 
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different cross-section shapes. Only intermediate-depth water waves are considered in 

this study. The shallow water wave effect will be investigated in future works. Three 

different water depths are examined in the current study. Six wave conditions are 

explored in the present simulations, and wave parameters can be found in Table 1.  

A simplified process of OWSC’s cross-section shapes is listed in Table 2. For 

exploratory research purposes, there are subtle differences between some numerical 

models and engineering prototypes. Table 3 tabulated the detailed dimension 

parameters of various shapes, including both the single flap and dual flaps. For a dual 

OWSC system, flap I represent the first flap closer to the wavemaker, and flap II is 

the second flap near the wave absorbing zone. 

Apart from this, other parameters which can affect the wave energy capture 

capability of OWSCs, such as the PTO system and the distance between the two flaps 

are also discussed. 

Table 1 Wave parameters for different water depth  

Abbreviation of wave conditions WC1 WC2 WC3 WC4 WC5 WC6 

Wave height: H(m) 0.114 0.12 0.138 0.147 0.162 0.165 

pH / d
 

57 60 69 73.5 81 82.5 

Wave period: T(s) 1.26 1.42 1.58 1.8 1.9 2.00 

Water depth: h(m) 0.358 0.448 0.538 
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Table 2 A simplified process of OWSC’s cross-section shape 

Propotype   Diagrammatic sketch Cross-section shape 

 

Oyster1(Whittaker and Folley, 

2012) 

 

 
 

 

Oyster800(Schmitt et al., 2016a) 

 

 
 

 

1:25scale box-shapedflap 

model(Wei et al., 2015) 

 

 

 

WAVEROLLER (Kasanen,2015. 

https://awenergy.com/waveroller/) 
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Table 3 Designed parameters for oscillating wave surge converter 

Parameters Values Units   Cross-section shapes 

Water depth  

( h  ) 0.358,0.448,0.538 m 

 
Rotational inertia = 0.0456kg·m2 ( about the center in pitch) 

Rotational inertia = 0.1276kg·m2 ( about the hinge in pitch) 

 
Rotational inertia = 0.0385kg·m2 ( about the center in pitch) 

Rotational inertia = 0.1019kg·m2 ( about the hinge in pitch) 

 
Rotational inertia = 0.0424kg·m2 ( about the center in pitch) 

Rotational inertia = 0.1114kg·m2 ( about the hinge in pitch) 

 
Rotational inertia = 0.0236kg·m2 ( about the center in pitch) 

Rotational inertia = 0.0638kg·m2 ( about the hinge in pitch) 

Thickness  ( R  ) 0.0875 m 

Hinge height from 

the seabed ( 
bl  ) 

0.135 m 

Distance between 

the hinge and the 

top ( l  ) 
0.31 m 

Linear PTO 

system ( pto  ) 
10,20,40,60,80,100 N·s rad-1 

Distance between 

the dual OWSCs 

( sd  ) 
0.68λ,1.0λ,1.35λ m 

Rotation angle   rad 

Long axis of the 

ellipse  ( D  ) 
0.1 m 

4.1 The single OWSC with various cross-section shapes 

In this section, the wave energy capture capability of the single OWSC is 

examined first. Fig.  6 demonstrates the time-averaged power captured by the 4 

different devices. As indicated, the wave energy captured by the rectangular flap 

OWSCs outperformed the other cross-section shapes in most cases. Each sub-figure 

denotes a different wave condition, sub-figures in each row stand for the same water 

depth. For detailed water depth, refer to Table 1. Within each wave condition, 

different PTO damping levels from 10 to 100 𝑁 ⋅ 𝑠/𝑟𝑎𝑑 were examined. 
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Fig.  6. The comparisons of time-averaged power extracted by the single OWSC with various cross-section shapes. 

 

 

 

 

Diamond-shaped flap 

 

 

 

Cylindrical  flap 

 

 

 

 

Elliptical flap 

 

 

 

Rectangular flap 

 
Fig.  7. The vortex contour of the single OWSC with various cross-section shapes ( =10N s / radpto   H=0.114m 

T=1.26s), (a) diamond-shaped flap, (b) cylindrical flap, (c) elliptical flap, (d) rectangular flap  

Despite less vortex, the rectangular flap captured less power at some wave 
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periods than the other three flaps, see Fig.  7 for vortex contour. It may be because of 

the slight rotational inertia difference between the different flaps, although the 

materials remain the same in this research work. Just as shown in Table 1, it can be 

seen clearly that the rotation inertia about the hinge in pitch for the diamond-shaped 

flap is smaller than in other models. Apparently, in some instances, the flap rotation 

amplitude of the diamond-shaped flap is bigger than that of the cylindrical flap or 

elliptical flap, which can be attributed that the state of flap rotation is more easily to 

be changed than others under the inertia effect. In other words, when the same wave 

load exerting on the diamond-shaped flap, such a configuration can be turned at a 

larger angle than others.  

Similarly, Fig.  6 also revealed that the immersed depth of the OWSCs structure 

greatly affected the wave energy capture performance of OWSCs. It is not hard to see 

that the wave energy capture ability of OWSCs is not improved with the increase of 

depth, although the incident wave energy is enhanced. Fig.  7 explains the reason for 

this phenomenon regarding the vortex field around the submerged part of the OWSCs 

with rectangular flap. It can be seen that more and more vortex structure attaches 

themselves to the top half of the flap with the increase of the water depth and incident 

wave energy. It should be noted that the turbulent motion plays a significant role in 

dissipating the wave energy into internal fluid energy. In that instance, according to 

energy conversation law, when the proportion of dissipated wave energy increases, the 

flap motion will certainly be affected, and its rotation amplitude will decrease. 

In general, compared with other shapes, apart from simple manufacturing 

technology, convenient portability, and flexible use, the rectangular shape can be a 

good choice for the cross-section shape of a single OWSC due to its outer smoothed 

surface and better wave energy capture performance. In addition, the water depth 

plays a vital role in the wave energy capture capability of the single OWSC. The 

height of the OWSC is recommended to be higher than the water depth. 

4.2 The dual OWSC with various cross-section shapes 

4.2.1 Case settings 

 The wave capture performance of OWSC with various cross-section shapes was 
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compared under different working conditions, including various water depths, 

different wave conditions, and different intervals. In this research work, a total of 576 

cases were simulated, including 144 cases in a single OWSC numerical computation. 

Results are presented from Fig.  8. The scatter diagram of CF  for OWSCs with various 

cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents WC1, and the right column 

represents WC2.  to Fig.  13.The scatter diagram of eP
 for each one of the OWSCs in the dual 

configuration with various cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents WC5, 

and the right column represents WC6.. 
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4.2.2 Numerical results and analysis  

4.2.2.1 Numerical result 

  

  

  

Fig.  8. The scatter diagram of CF  for OWSCs with various cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents 

WC1, and the right column represents WC2. 
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Fig.  9. The scatter diagram of CF  for OWSC with various cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents 

WC3, and the right column represents WC4. 
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Fig.  10. The scatter diagram of CF  for OWSC with various cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents 

WC5, and the right column represents WC6. 
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Fig.  11. The scatter diagram of eP
 for each one of the OWSCs in the dual configuration with various 

cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents WC1, and the right column represents 

WC2. 
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Fig.  12. The scatter diagram of eP
 for each one of the OWSCs in the dual configuration with various 

cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents WC3, and the right column represents 

WC4. 
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Fig.  13.The scatter diagram of eP
 for each one of the OWSCs in the dual configuration with various 

cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left column represents WC5, and the right column represents 

WC6. 

Fig.  8. The scatter diagram of CF  for OWSCs with various cross-section shapes in terms 

of pto
, the left column represents WC1, and the right column represents WC2.- Fig.  10. The 
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scatter diagram of CF  for OWSC with various cross-section shapes in terms of pto
, the left 

column represents WC5, and the right column represents WC6.shows the variation of  CF  

for OWSCs with various cross-section shapes against different PTO damping pto
. 

Each figure represents a combination of different wave conditions and dual OWSCs 

separations. In most cases, the capture factor of a dual OWSCs system is larger than 

that of a single OWSC. The existence of flap II can be helpful to the wave energy 

reuse at the lee side of flap I. When the wave reaches between flap I and flap II, the 

coupling interaction between the radiated wave from flap I and the second scattered 

wave can induce stronger wave resonance in this area. As suggested by the results, the 

interval between the two flaps makes an apparent effect on the wave energy extraction 

capability of dual OWSCs. Fig.  11- Fig.  13 presents the time averaged power 

generated by each one flap for the dual OWSCs. It can be seen clearly that in the case 

of dual OWSCs, flap I which is more close to wave maker is more efficient than flap 

II. Moreover, the difference in wave energy capture performance is not significant  if 

the two flaps' distance is one wavelength.  

The power extraction performance is enhanced when  =0.68sd  or =1.35sd . 

while the enhancement is less pronounceable when the distance quals one wavelength. 

To be specific, according to Fig.  8- Fig.  10, when the gap between the two flaps is 

one wavelength, the total capture factor of dual OWSC is smaller than the other two 

intervals, especially for a low damping PTO. It should be also noted that if the two 

flaps' distance is one wavelength, the performance of dual OWSC is even worse than 

the single OWSC in some cases when the water depth is kept the same as the flap 

height. In addition, it can be observed that in most cases, the rectangular flap can 

perform better than other shapes, regardless of whether it is a dual OWSC or a single 

OWSC.Besides, water depth plays an important role. For the same cross-section shape, 

the capture factor CF  shown in Fig.  8-Fig.  10 decreases with increasing depth, 

regardless of intervals between the two flaps. While for the same water depth, the 

wave energy extraction capability improved as incident wave energy increased. 

Likewise, according to the results shown in Fig.  10, the changes in the linear PTO 
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system have less effect on the capture factor CF  when the water depth exceeds the 

flap height. While the capture factor CF  depicted in Fig.  8 and Fig.  9 decreases with 

an increasing linear PTO system, which follows the same trend described by Liu et 

al.(2020). Finally, it is important to point out that for a single OWSC, the capture 

factor CF is never more than 0.5, which is consistent with the theoretical solution 

(Henry et al., 2018). Moreover, when pto
 changes from 10 to 40, the trend CF shown 

in Fig.  10 increases at the beginning and then decreases for all the models, meaning 

there exists optimum damping of PTO under the circumstances.  

4.2.2.2 Result analysis 

i. The comparison and analysis of the wave energy capture factor for single 

OWSC and dual OWSC 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) OWSCs  OWSC  OWSC
%e e edual sin gle sin gle

P P / P−  

Fig.  14. Contribution to the time-averaged power extracted from dual OWSCs with various cross-

section shapes ( =0.68sd  ). The x-axes here represent the ratio of time averaged power increase. The 

positive value means the positive contribution while the negative values mean the negative contribution. 
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( ) ( )( ) ( ) OWSCs  OWSC  OWSC
%e e edual sin gle sin gle

P P / P−
 

Fig.  15. Contribution to the time-averaged power extracted from dual OWSCs with various cross-

section shapes ( =sd  ). The x-axes here represent the ratio of time averaged power increase. The 

positive value means the positive contribution while the negative value means the negative contribution. 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) OWSCs  OWSC  OWSC
%e e edual sin gle sin gle

P P / P−
 

Fig.  16. Contribution to the time-averaged power extracted from dual OWSCs with various cross-

section shapes ( =1.35sd  ). The x-axes here represent the ratio of time averaged power increase. The 

positive value means the positive contribution while the negative value means the negative contribution. 

As shown in Fig.  14-Fig.  16, in most cases, dual OWSCs positively contribute 
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to improving the overall wave energy extraction. When the distance between the two 

flaps is one wavelength, the existence of two flaps gives less contribution to wave 

energy absorption, sometimes even negative. Take WC3 for example, the velocity 

field around the flap of dual OWSCs is shown in Fig.  17. For comparison, the 

velocity field of the corresponding single OWSC is also presented. Obviously, the 

presence of flap II can change the flow field between the two flaps, which can be 

exhibited qualitatively by the irregular fluid free-surface shape and complex velocity 

distribution of the flow. Just as depicted in Fig.  17, the radiated waves from flap I and 

the second-reflected wave interact between flap I and flap II. The strongly nonlinear 

interaction is evident by the visible double or more crests on the free surface between 

the two flaps.  

 

 
(I) Diamond-shaped flap 

 
(II) Cylindrical flap 

 
(III) Elliptical flap 

 
(IV) Rectangular flap 

Fig.  17.The comparisons between the velocity field for dual OWSCs and single OWSC with various cross sections(
=10N s / radpto 

, 

=0.68sd  , H=0.138m T=1.58s). (a) Diamond-shaped flap, (b) Cylindrical flap, (c) Elliptical flap, (d) Rectangular flap. 
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Overall, it can be concluded that dual OWSCs can perform better than a single 

OWSC in terms of power extraction, except when the interval between flap I and flap 

II is one wavelength. In addition, it can be concluded that the contribution to wave 

energy extraction is limited with the current array arrangement. The power captured 

by the current dual OWSCs is less than two individual single OWSCs would have 

captured.  

ii. Various cross-section shapes effect 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.  18.The comparisons of time-averaged power extracted by the dual OWSC with various cross-

section shapes, (a) =0.68sd  ; (b) =sd  ;(c) =1.35sd   

Fig.  18 presents the time-averaged power extracted by dual OWSCs with 

various cross-section shapes. Like the single OWSC device, the rectangular flap 

shows the best performance with good wave energy capture capability. The 

rectangular flap experienced the least vortex, similar to the single-unit device. The 

energetic vortices can bring remarkably negative effects on the moving performances 

of the flap structure. As the single flap shows, compared with other models, the 
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rectangular flap can effectively prevent a certain amount of fluid kinetic energy from 

transforming fluid into internal energy and extract more energy to intensify flap 

motion. Moreover, the rectangular flap has many other advantages, such as simple 

manufacture, better stability, good maintainability, and convenient deployment. In 

general, the rectangular flap can be a good choice for flap cross-section shapes.   

iii. Flap interval effect analysis  

 As mentioned in Section 4.2.2.1, the intervals between the two flaps have a great 

effect on the wave energy extraction for the dual OWSCs. Take WC4 for example, Fig.  

19 gives the time series of flap rotation for the two OWSCs, including the two 

rectangular flaps of dual OWSCs and the single rectangular flap OWSC. It can be 

found in Fig.  19 that a phase shift occurred between the flap I rotation and the flap II 

rotation for a dual OWSC when the two flaps interval equals one incident wavelength, 

which may be a contributory cause of wave energy extraction performance 

degradation problem. It is known to all that the flap motion phase differences can 

disturb wave propagation and force the wave to superpose onto each other. In this 

situation, flap II seems to work as a flap-type wavemaker. The generated waves 

(reflect and radiate waves) from flap II enlarged flap I’s response. On the other hand, 

when flap II and flap I are moving in the same phase, flap I behaves more like a wave 

absorber. Fig.  20 compares the time history of flap rotation for all OWSCs. 

Just as shown in Fig.  20, there is almost no visible motion phase difference 

between these OWSCs, whose cross-section areas are modelled by the same shapes. 

That is why if the two flaps' distance is one wavelength, the performance of dual 

OWSC is even worse than that of the two other intervals under the same wave 

condition, no matter which cross-section shapes are. 
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Fig.  19.The comparisons between the time of series of flap rotation for dual OWSCs with rectangular flap ( =10N s / radpto 

 
H=0.147m T=1.8s). (a) Flap I, (b) Flap II. 

 

 

 
Fig.  20.The comparisons between the time of series of flap rotation for dual OWSCs and single OWSC with various cross-section 

shapes ( =10N s / radpto  =sd  H=0.147m T=1.8s). (a) Diamond-shaped flap, (b) Cylindrical flap, (c) Elliptical flap, (d) 

Rectangular flap. 

iv. Water depth effect analysis 

In this research work, another interesting note is that the wave absorption 

efficiency of the flap structure has no obvious improvement with the increase of 

incident wave energy. Due to the viscous effect, the entire OWSC system shows a 

lower efficiency of energy extraction despite larger wave amplitudes. On the contrary, 

the energy-capturing performance decreases with increasing water depth despite the 

increment in the incident wave energy. In the shallow water wave motion, the 
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amplitude of the horizontal velocity component of the fluid particle is constant along 

the water depth direction, and the amplitude of the vertical velocity component 

decreases linearly along the water depth direction. While in deep-water waves, the 

amplitude of the horizontal and vertical velocity components of water particles are 

roughly equal. Their magnitude decreases exponentially with the increase of water 

depth. In this research work, when the wave leans towards shallow water waves as 

water depth decreases, the flap undergoes more surge force from the wave, which can 

improve the wave energy extraction capability of OWSCs. Due to the significant 

decaying rate of fluid velocity along the water depth direction in the deep wave, only 

the upper end of the flap surface can effectively absorb the surge force. In that case, 

the wave-absorbing efficiency of the entire system is limited. Fig.  21 presents the 

time series of flap rotation for OWSC with rectangular flap, including flap I at the 

wave ward side, flap II at the lee side, and the single OWSC. To describe the reasons 

for these differences more intuitively, the comparisons of the velocity field and vortex 

field of dual OWSCs with rectangular flaps are shown in Fig.  22 and Fig.  23, 

respectively. It can be seen from Fig.  21 that the flap rotation amplitude increased by 

a limited amount despite the considerable increase in the incident wave energy. 

The related causes can be perceived in Fig.  22. It is not hard to see that the 

frequent collisions of the fluid particles occur more often in front of the flap I and the 

velocity field of dual OWSC is smoother under the action of WC1, which is also 

proved by the vortex field correspondingly. However, when the submerged depth of 

the flap is not shallower than the water depth, more and more vortex structure occurs 

around the upper of the flap, and the two-dimensional flow field is turned out to be 

more complex, which has a large influence on energy extraction characteristic and 

rotation stabilisation of flap. It can be seen from Fig.  23 that more and more 

superposition of fluctuations with different scales occurs around the upper of the flap. 

The deeper the water, the more obvious is the superposition effect. Overall, as the 

fluid particles tend to move randomly, more and more wave energy is dissipated into 

fluid internal energy. In these circumstances, the disorder particle motions lead to 

much energy loss in wave energy extracted by OWSCs, which will confine its 
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application in a limited water depth. 

 
Fig.  21. The comparisons between the time of series of flap rotation for OWSC with rectangular flap ( =10N s / radpto   =sd  ) under 

WC1, WC4, and WC5. (a) Rectangular flap I, (b) Rectangular flap II, (c) Single rectangular flap. 

(I) Depth=0.358m 

H=0.114mT=1.26s 
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(II)  Depth=0.448m 

H=0.147mT=1.8s 

 

(III) Depth=0.538m 

H=0.162mT=1.9s 

 
Fig.  22. The comparisons between the velocity field for OWSC with rectangular flap ( =sd  ). (I) WC1, 

(II) WC4, (III) WC5. 

(I) Depth=0.358m 

H=0.114mT=1.26s 
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(II) Depth=0.448m 

H=0.147mT=1.8s 

 

 

(III) Depth=0.538m 

H=0.162mT=1.9s 

 
Fig.  23. The comparisons between the vortex field for OWSC with rectangular flap ( =sd  ). (I) 

WC1, (II) WC4, (III) WC5. 

  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a total of eight OWSC models with various cross-section shapes, 

including dual OWSCs and single OWSC were simulated using a coupled SPH model. 

At first, the coupling SPH model was verified by model experiments conducted by 

other scholars. Subsequently, the convergence analysis was organised to demonstrate 

the stability and accuracy of the coupling SPH model. After that, the related key 

parameters, such as the wave conditions, the distance between the two flaps, the 

working water depth, and the linear PTO damping, were also investigated to evaluate 

the differences in wave energy capture performances between the examined OWSC 
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models. The numerical results shown in this paper can provide a reference to 

parametric optimisation, for example, array configuration and cross-section shape 

design. Conclusions can be summarised as follows: 

1. Compared to the other cross-section shapes, the rectangular flap has a better wave 

energy absorbing performance due to its smooth surface, which can reduce wave 

energy loss and enhance wave energy capture efficiency.  

2. In most cases, the total mean wave power extracted by dual OWSCs is higher 

than that of a single OWSC. During this process, the interval between the two 

flaps plays a prominent role in wave absorption efficiency.   

3. It should be noted that when the layout of the dual OWSCs is considered, the 

distance between the two flaps of a dual OWSCs should avoid being an integra 

number of wavelengths so that the two faps will not operate in the same phase. 

4. The total energy power extracted by OWSCs is greatly affected by the water 

depth for both the dual OWSCs and the single OWSC cases. For better absorption 

of incident wave energy, the flap height of OWSC should be greater than the 

water depth. In addition, if the water depth exceeds the flap height, there exists an 

optimum PTO damping that can capture the maximum amount of wave energy. 

Compared to the single OWSC, the current arrangement of the two flaps for dual 

OWSCs shows significant improvements in the total wave energy extraction. 

However, the total power captured by the dual OWSCs is not higher than that would 

have been captured by two isolated single OWSCs, which makes the current OWSCs 

array configuration less favorable in terms of energy production. Nonetheless, the 

current configuration may still be economically viable if the spacing between the two 

flaps is short enough so that the cost of infrastructure, e.g., power transfer cable, can 

be significantly reduced. It is noticed that this research work is focused on two-

dimensional cross-section numerical simulations for OWSCs. As a result, it is difficult 

to obtain the wave diffraction law and wave field evolution around the OWSCs. In 

addition, in a two-dimensional view, it is hard to figure out the variation of the wave 

field and wave energy extraction under the effect of staggered OWSCs. In future 

works, multi-GPU technology will be developed to accelerate the SPH code and 
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extend the computational domain size further, which can provide great assistance in 

simulating 3D OWSCs. After that, different configurations will be investigated in 3D 

simulation to explore some other configurations like stagged patterns.   
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